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Norman Foster Foundation
The NFF promotes interdisciplinary thinking and research to help new generations of architects, designers and urbanists anticipate the future. The Foundation believes in the importance of connecting architecture, design, technology and the arts to better serve society, and in the value of a holistic education that encourages experimentation through research and projects. The Norman Foster Foundation holds the Norman Foster Archive and Library, which provide a window into the larger narrative and history of our built environment through the work of Norman Foster. The Norman Foster Foundation is based in Madrid and operates globally.
The Forum of Mayors and ECE Charter Centres of Excellence
To establish networks of cities, agencies and stakeholders.
Norman Foster Foundation

- Archive & Library Unit
- Education & Research Unit
- Architecture, Design & Technology Unit
ACTIVITIES OCTOBER 2021 – OCTOBER 2022
Norman Foster Foundation

• ‘Sustainability’ Workshop & Public Debates October 2021
• ‘Re-Materializing Housing’ Workshop & Public Debates November 2021
• ‘Energy’ Workshop & Public Debates April 2022
• ‘Future of Cities’ Conversation Series (online)
• Publications:
  • Masterclass Series Vol. I – On Cities
  • Future Cities – Conversations with Norman Foster
MASTERPLAN FOR FUTURE KHARKIV
ACTIVITIES OCTOBER 2022 – OCTOBER 2023
Norman Foster Foundation

- ‘Sustainability’ Workshop & Public Debates 10–14 October 2022
- ‘Cities: Affordable Housing’ Workshop & Public Debates 14–18 November 2022
- Workshop & Public Debates on Sustainable Concrete June 2023
- Publications:
  - Architecture and Technology: Future of Cities II Spring 2023
  - Masterclass Series Vol. 2 – Climate Crisis Summer 2023
  - Conversation Series Vol. 2 – Climate Crisis Fall 2023
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